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General Information

D          uraBond flexible magnetic sheeting is            designed to require a minimum amount
           of maintenance.  If you follow these
instructions for proper application, cleaning
and storage, you will ensure maximum life
of DuraBond magnetic sheeting.

TTest for magnetic adhesion where the sign is
to be applied.

You should use a scrap piece of DuraBond to confirm
adhesion.  Avoid application over non-metallic body
fillers or simulated wood grain siding.  Caution: New
vehicles or repainted surfaces may contian uncured
paint.  Uncured paint is soft and can be affected by 
magnetic adhesion you should allow a minimum ofmagnetic adhesion you should allow a minimum of
30 days for paint to cure, or harden, before applying
any type of magnetic vehicle signage.  Pick an incon-
spicuous spot to test for compatibility with the bond-
ing surface.

Measure available bonding surface area.

It is important that you apply the magnetic sheeting to a
smooth, flat, metallic surface. smooth, flat, metallic surface.  Avoid sharp contours,
vehicle moldings and chrome strips, the entire magnetic
sheet must contact the bonding surface and be free
of air pockets to prevent loss of the magnetic sheet in
high wind conditions.

Clean the bonding surface and DuraBond.

The bonding surface and the brown magnetic side of the
DuraBond should be free from dirt and mositure.  Sand
and dirt trapped between the DuraBond sign and the 
bonding surface magnify and telegraph through to the
sign face.

WWe recommend that you wax vehicles 24 hours prior to
applying DuraBond to allow the wax cure.

DuraBond should be at room temperature
during application.

The temperature of the bonding surface is not a factor.

To register, position one edge of the magnetic sheet to
the bonding surface.  Then allow the remaining portion of
the sheet to magnetically adhere.the sheet to magnetically adhere.

If you need to reposition DuraBond, remove the entire
sign and re-register.  Do not attempt to pull DuraBond
into place while on the bonding surface.  This can
scratch the bonding surface and cause yur sign 
to stretch.  To remove, lift the entire edge, then pull the

rest of the sign off of the bonding surface.  Lifting
only one corner of the sign and attempting to remove
can cause your sign to tear.

Daily Care

It is common for moisture to collect between
DuraBond and the bonding surface.  It is important that
you remove your magnetic sign daily to clean and dryyou remove your magnetic sign daily to clean and dry
both the bonding surface and your DuraBond sign.  To
clean use a soft cloth with warm water and a mild 
cleanser.  Neglecting to clean your sign and the bond-
ing surface on a regular basis may cause damage to
the bonding surface or result in adhesion failure while
driving at highway speeds.  Failure to remove and
clean the magnetic sign and vehicle surface canclean the magnetic sign and vehicle surface can
cause permanent damage to paint.  Please call our 
technical department with any questions.

Protect your DuraBond signs

We recommend that you store your DuraBond signs
flat while they are not in use.  Options for quick
and easy storage:  Adhere to metal filing cabinet, 
refrigirator doorefrigirator door, washer or dryer.  Do not place any-
thing on top of or underneath your DuraBond sign.
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